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The media’s role is to inform readers, listeners or viewers about what is happening in their 
community in a timely and fair way. 

Media organizations are separated into two distinct components: news and advertising – which 

are independent of one another. Editors and reporters work for the news department and 

cannot sell advertising or answer related questions. 

Publisher: Responsible for everything that appears in the newspaper, both advertisements and 

news, but does not normally get involved in news content.  Must give permission before 

anything published in a newspaper can be re-published.  

Editor or managing editor: In charge of the newsroom and responsible for all news content, 

editors decide what reporters write and ensure balanced coverage. They edit articles and are 

available to address readers’ concerns and comments. 

Reporters/journalists: Interview “sources” to get their opinions and the facts in order to write 
news articles. They may also take photographs. Reporters are often responsible for specific 

“beats” such as city council, school board, community or arts and entertainment. 

Governments, individuals and organizations use press releases to provide information. Releases 

are preferred over phone calls. Releases should be directed to editors, who will decide if the 

subject is newsworthy and assign the article to a reporter. Releases are not usually published 

verbatim, but are used as a starting point. “Newsworthiness” is determined by seven criteria: 
impact, importance, conflict, currency, prominence, the unusual, and timeliness.   

Get your message across quickly – in the first sentence – as editors receive hundreds of news 

tips daily and space is limited. A good press release contains:  
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 A lead sentence that summarizes key points, explaining why it is newsworthy.  

Example: “The ABC Community Association has just received a $10,000 grant from the 
Comox Valley Community Foundation to launch a project that will support homeless 

people.” 

 This sentence tells the editor the project is timely – it has just happened – and that it is 

important. 

 The story of the people affected – newspapers write about people, not things. 

 The 5 Ws: Who, what, when, where and sometimes why; 

 Background on the organization, event, or project. 

 Contact information for someone who will be informed and available when the media 

calls. If no one is home, the reporter may move on to another story. 

The idea of being interviewed for a news article can be scary for some people. Remember, you 

never have to answer a question if you don’t want to and you can always get back to the 
reporter later if you don’t know the answer. Other tips: 

 Make notes for yourself, outlining the most important points you want to get across. 

 Make sure you know the facts – and stick to them unless asked for your opinion. 

 If you are not the right person to express an opinion – if it should be the chair or 

president – explain that and provide the appropriate contact information.  Your 

president would probably appreciate a “heads-up” before the reporter calls. 

 Speak clearly and as slowly as normal speech allows – take a break in between thoughts 

so the reporter has time to write it all down. 

 Repeat key points if you think they were missed. 

 If you make a mistake, say so, and correct it immediately.  
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Newspapers always need colourful, eye-catching photos. If you would like the media to take 

photographs at a special event or of a significant donation, send a brief for a photo op, which 

should contain: 

 The approximate time the photo op will happen – not when the meeting or event begins. 

Photographers don’t have time to sit through the entire event.  

 A brief summary of what will happen and why it is important. 

 Names and titles of everyone in the photo and permission from children’s parents to 
publish their photos (this can also be provided at the photo op.) 

 Name and number of a person the photographer can contact at the event, in case they 

need further information or directions. 

1. Ensure background behind subjects is clear of unattractive clutter. 

2. Ensure photographer has easy access to area and to subjects. 

3. Ensure area is well lit. 

4. Be creative!  The photo should portray the story/subject in a way that would attract a 

reader to stop and look at the photo. 

5. Smile! 

A photographer may not be able to attend your event, but organizations are welcome to submit 

their own photos. How to take a “publishable” photo: 

 Get close up to the subjects. 

 Don’t have too many people in the photo as faces must be distinguishable. 

 Use flash when necessary. 
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 Take several photos from different angles and ensure they are in focus. 

 If e-mailing digital photos, ensure they are at least 200 dots per inch (dpi) and at least 5 

inches by 7 inches in size. 

 Attach “cutline” (caption) information, which should include the 5 Ws and, most 
importantly, the names of everyone in the photo, from left to right.  

No. Most newspapers will not let you see the article in advance. If you must ensure specific 

information goes in the paper, buy an advertisement. Most often, editors cannot tell you when 

an article will appear, as it could get “bumped” at the last minute. 

First call the reporter who wrote the story. Ask for a correction. (Misspelled names are not 

grounds for a correction.) If you are not satisfied or do not see a correction notice, contact the 

editor.                         

Copyright  2006 Sandra Vogel-Hockley. 
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The great thing about using Social Media is that you can control your message to the public 

when you want and how you want. There are over 20,000 social media platforms but if you are 

just starting to use social media the best two to start with are Facebook & Twitter. 

Create a Page: If you already have your own Facebook profile all you have to do is go to 

www.facebook.com/pages and click on “create a page”. If you are not registered to Facebook 

yet, you can create a business account. Having both personal and business accounts is denied 

by Facebook rules.  

Choose Your Name Carefully: Be sure to take into account the long-term purpose of the page 

because once you have 100 fans you will no longer be able to make any changes to the name of 

your page. 

Prepare content before inviting friends: Once you sign in to your account and choose the name 

and category for your page, Facebook will take you through the steps of first uploading your 

profile picture, and then inviting friends. Don’t bother inviting friends for now as you will be 

able to invite people at any time in the future (see tip #7). 

Invite clients/customers/interested parties to become Fans: Facebook provides two ways of 

announcing the launch of your page: 

Go to Edit page –> Resources –> Tell your fans, you can upload a csv file from your database.  

Use the “invite friends” option when viewing your page to inform your Facebook friends about 

your new page. However, it is important to know that neither of these options will create a 

message, email, or notification. Therefore the most effective and direct way is to announce it to 

your database/clients through email with a link to your page. 

Quick Tips to effectively engage people on Facebook: 

Vary time of day when posting 

Link posts back to your website 

http://www.facebook.com/pages
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Post pictures/video weekly- Fans love to see tips, pictures and videos. 

Post in a casual tone rather than formal, like you are having a conversation 

Post questions and start conversations on your page 

Step 1: Go to www.twitter.com 

Step 2: Click the Join the conversation! Green Box 

Step 3: Create a Username. 

If you are using this twitter account for brand management for your business or organization, 

use your domain name (ie. http://twitter.com/CVCFED). 

Add your email address, personal or business. 

Type in the security code then click “I accept, Create my Account” (if you want, you can read 
the Terms of Service too). 

Step 4: Start connecting!  

Type in people or organizations in the search bar that have a natural fit with your organizations 

and follow them!  For example follow the Community Foundation @CVCFED 

 Tweets should show personality. 

 Tweet at least once a day to keep your followers engaged 

 Follow people that follow you 

 Thank new followers 

 Retweet partner organizations or people you are connected with 

 Promote your event and organization 

 Post a teaser that gets people to link back to your website  

 Use Hashtags whenever possible #CVCF; #EnrichingLives 
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Step 1: Start by going to: https://www.linkedin.com/reg/join 

Step 2: You’ll see a sign-up box that looks similar to the one seen here. 

Enter Your First Name. 

Enter Your Last Name. 

Enter Your Email Address. 

Enter a Password. 

Click Join LinkedIn. 

Step 3: As a non-profit, you want to reflect that in your LinkedIn Profile. So start by choosing 

“We are a…”or whichever option applies from the drop down menu.  

Choose Your Country. 

Enter Your Postal Code.   

Enter the Name of your organization. 

Choose Your Services. 

Click Create My Profile. 

Step 4: Confirm your email address.   

Step 5 Congratulations!  You’ve setup your LinkedIn account! 

 Have updated information about your non-profit 

 Share interesting articles that pose questions to your followers 

 Create a link to your website 

 Link to your other social media accounts 

 Ensure you are connected to your employees and they are connected to you 

https://www.linkedin.com/reg/join
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The Comox Valley Community Foundation has 2 main social media channels it utilizes; 

Facebook, and Twitter.  By connecting with the Community Foundation you are tapping into 

our followers who are already engaged with who we are and what we do.  Below are some 

quick tips to connect and engage with the Community Foundation on our social media 

channels. 

 “Like” our page 

 Share our status updates, events or interesting articles we have posted 

 Post your event on our page 

Connect with us on Twitter!  

 “Retweet” our tweets 

 Tweet our news 

 Tweet a Community Foundation event to your followers 

 Follow the Community Foundation Followers 

 Use our hashtags 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

http://www.facebook.com/CVCommunityFoundation
http://www.twitter.com/CVCFED
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PRESS RELEASE TEMPLATE 

The ABC Community Association 

TO: All media 

For immediate release     Date: XXXX 

 

 (Give your press release an interesting title that describes your news) 

 

(First paragraph: Summarizes your news and tells the editor why it is newsworthy.) 

The <<ABC Community Association>>  will receive a <<$XXX>> grant on <<date>> from the Comox Valley 

Community Foundation to  <<goal of project>>. 

 (Body of press release: Answers the 5 W’s – who, what, when, where and sometimes why – and talks 

about who is affected and who provided the funding.) 

 

(Conclusion: provide background on the grant, the project, your organization and the Comox Valley 

Community Foundation.) 

 

The Comox Valley Community Foundation has served our region for 20 years, working with donors to 

create legacies in the form of permanent endowment funds. Grants are distributed from income earned, 

preserving the capital to ensure a perpetual stream of funds.  

- 30 – (Signifies the end of information to be released.) 

For more information, please contact:  

Name Here        Jody Macdonald 

CEO, ABC       Executive Director, CVCF 

Email:        cvcfed@shaw.ca 

Phone:         250-338-8444  

Website       www.cvcfoundation.org 
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